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Abstract—As online fandom continues to grow, so do the public data created by fan creations and interactions. With researchers and journalists regularly engaging with those data (and not always asking permission), many fans are concerned that their content might end up in front of the wrong audience, which could lead to privacy violations or even harassment from within or outside of fandom. To better understand fan perspectives on the collection and analysis of public data as a methodology, we conducted both an interview study and a survey to solicit responses that would help provide a broader understanding of fandom's privacy norms as they relate to the ethical use of data. We use these findings to revisit and recommend best practices for working with public data within fandom.
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1. Introduction

Transformative fandom has long occupied the grey spaces online. Because fandom is both entirely open to the public and living in the cracks of obscurity, accessing its communities sometimes feels like knowing the secret knock to get into the speakeasy tucked away in the back alley. People come inside. They order their favorite special at the bar ("I'll have a 'And They Were Roommates,' please"). They make idle conversation with other patrons as they wait for the next performer or their favorite bartender to come along. At the end of the night, these visitors return home, friends and family often none the wiser to where they were or the specific transactions of their nightlife, though any of them could have easily come to the speakeasy if they had only known where to look.
The metaphor neatly encapsulates online fandom life—though in the digital world those interactions also leave data traces, and knowing who has seen them is not as easy as looking around the room to see who else is there. The transactions of their nightlife have been broadcasted the entire time, leaving a trail of public data that is accessible, identifiable, and valuable.

Even outside the context of fandom, many people are unsure at best as to whether or not their data are publicly viewable and how they might be accessed by third parties (Proferes 2017). Journalists, for example, might include a public tweet in an article to represent public opinion on a news-relevant issue. Meanwhile, internet researchers are increasingly collecting public data that may seem ephemeral to social media users but in fact lingers, and many of those users are entirely unaware that their data can legally be collected for research purposes (Fiesler and Proferes 2018).

The disconnect between people, their data, and how others use them is complicated by the fact that researchers disagree over norms for studying public data as well as a definition for what public even means (Vitak, Shilton, and Ashktorab 2016). For example, while some researchers might argue that public data are freely accessible and therefore usable (Zimmer 2010), fan studies scholars often argue that scholars ought to inform or ask people about using their data, regardless of whether or not they are accessible (Nielsen 2016). While not all disciplines are in agreement, scholarship on the ethics of studying fandom has emphasized the need to preserve fan privacy (Busse and Hellekson 2012), prioritize transparency in research (Bennett 2018), and gain permission from fans before referencing their work in academic research (Busse and Hellekson 2012). These principles often sit in contrast to how many disciplines approach the ethics of using public data in their own work.

Fan studies cover a wide variety of domains and methods. For example, fan scholars have provided literary analysis of fan works (Coppa 2017), analysis of human behavior (Guerrero-Pico, Establés, and Ventura 2018), and an understanding of different learning that occurs within fan communities (Black 2005; Evans et al. 2017). Bethan Jones (2016) has identified two primary traditions of approaching fan studies research: (1) literary analysis, when the content creator is assumed inaccessible and a fan work is the subject of study, and (2) human subjects research, in which the creator is the subject of study—whether with consent (e.g., interviews or surveys) or without consent (e.g., collecting public trace data).

Traditional human subjects research, where consent must be established for data collection, often falls under the purview of ethical review bodies such as institutional review boards (IRBs) at US universities. However, many IRBs consider the collection of public data to not constitute human subjects research because it typically does not involve direct interaction with humans or collection of personally identifiable information (Vitak et al. 2017). Perhaps in part because of this line drawn by IRBs, a common perception among researchers is that the most important question for using data is whether they are public, regardless of other relevant factors such as users’ expectations of privacy (Zimmer 2010). Our goal with the work here is to bridge discussions in fan studies with broader conversations about use of public data in research across all disciplines.

Fan studies are an interesting context for examining the intersection of research ethics and privacy, in part because of the long-standing social norms that dictate sharing and privacy behavior (Dym and Fiesler 2018a). We also think that it is important that fans have a voice in determining best practices for researchers. To that end, we conducted an interview study and a large-scale survey in which we asked about privacy and ethical concerns in relation to fandom and public data. By fandom, we mean transformative fandom, or an online fan community that both creates and shares fan works that are
transformative of source material through writing fan fiction, creating fan art, or other creative practices.

[1.8] Our findings further illustrate the concerns that fandom communities have about privacy, safety, and the integrity of their content. This includes (1) special concern for fans from marginalized backgrounds (especially LGBTQ fans) who may face serious consequences from privacy violations; (2) fear of harassment within fandom; and (3) the importance of positionality within and understanding of fandom for researchers. Our findings contribute to specific recommendations for working with public data generated within fandom, including special care to avoid amplifying fan content and ways that researchers can care for the trust they receive. These findings stand to inform broader discussions on what constitutes the ethical use of public data within other types of research as well, particularly for vulnerable populations.

2. Background

[2.1] Determining the risks and benefits of using public data is a complex process, especially when those data may incorporate vulnerable communities or privacy-sensitive contexts. Fandom falls into these categories due to not only the large number of LGBTQ participants (Dym and Fiesler, 2018b) but also different stigmas associated with fandom. Fan data also have a history of negatively affecting their owners when unearthed to the broader world (Busse and Hellekson 2012). We informed our study with prior literature that connects work about research using public data, the current status of privacy and data within fandom, and the contextual nature of online privacy.

[2.2] Though using public data, particularly from social media, without consent is common practice—whether by researchers, journalists, or marketers—social media users are often confused about the nature of those data, whether they are public, and what the rules are surrounding their use and how far those data might spread (Proferes 2017). With respect to research specifically, most people are unaware that researchers collect data from platforms such as Twitter (Fiesler and Proferes 2018).

[2.3] Even when anonymized by not including usernames, content from social media collected and shared in research articles can be easily traced back to its creator. Ayers and colleagues (2018) reported that 72 percent of research articles from a corpus of medical research quoted a tweet that could be traced back to that Twitter user 84 percent of the time. Nonresearchers have taken note of this issue as well, with at least one journalist contacting people whose tweets appeared in a study only to find out they had no idea their posts had been quoted (Fiesler and Proferes 2018). Research has also shown that Twitter users prefer that journalists not quote their tweets directly and instead make inferences from large, anonymous data sets (Dubois, Gruzd, and Jacobson 2018).

[2.4] Even when data are not public, social media data might still be available to researchers without the users' knowledge; for example, we have seen negative public reactions to being studied without explicit consent by companies such as Facebook and Dropbox (boyd 2016; Dreyfuss 2018). Controversies surrounding unexpected uses of data (e.g., Cambridge Analytica) are increasingly commonplace as a result of a gap in understanding between users, their data, and entities that make secondary uses of those data (Fiesler and Hallinan 2018). Though prior work has shown that people are generally more comfortable with their data being used for university research as compared with governmental or commercial uses (Williams, Burnap, and Sloan 2017), their level of comfort varies greatly depending on contextual factors such as what content is being used, who the researchers are, or how the data are being analyzed and for what purpose—far beyond just whether data are public or not.
(Fiesler and Proferes 2018). However, consideration for these factors may not be commonplace among internet researchers, who lack guidance from traditional ethics review bodies such as IRBs (Vitak et al. 2017) and do not have agreement for best practices within their own communities (Vitak, Shilton, and Ashktorab 2016).

[2.5] Fan studies occupies a somewhat unique position in this regard, with *Transformative Works and Cultures* recommending that researchers gain permission from content creators before using fan works or blog posts in a journal article (Hellekson and Busse 2009). Fan studies, however, became a subdivision of internet research when fandoms moved online, with fan studies’ history rooted in ethnographic and participant-observer studies of communities (Jenkins 1988). While some researchers approach fandom as participant observers, others come to fandom as literary scholars. In this case, researchers draw from public data that were generated by a person, and as such may contain information that the person might not consent to having analyzed outside of its intended community (Reid 2016). Unlike traditional texts, fan works are personal and tied to the people and communities they are created in as living data, so they carry consequences with their use and analysis (Jensen 2016).

[2.6] Fans expect that their content will stay within fandom (Busse and Hellekson 2012), and fan studies scholars often enforce their own expectations of obtaining a fan's permission before discussing or researching their fan works (Fathallah 2016; Reid 2016; Zubernis and Davis 2016). Newer investigations into fan studies have touched on large, quantitative data gained through surveys, noting the importance of online surveys and a researcher’s responsibility to communicate information back to participants (Bennett 2018), and qualitative researchers advocate for a goodwill approach to ethically study fan communities using ethnographic methods (Kelley 2016).

[2.7] Recent discussions on ethical fan studies have aligned with Brittany Kelley’s perspective, following a participant-observer model of research (Busse 2018, 9). However, there are also moments in fandom when the fans first approach does not always make for the best scholarship. Natasha Whiteman (2016) has highlighted the "localised nature of ethical decision-making in qualitative research" (309), encouraging researchers to make case-by-case ethical judgments rather than universal rules regarding human subjects research. Covert research might be necessary when an online community's expectation of privacy contrasts with an ethical obligation to research the community (Whiteman 2012), or when a community might be actively hostile toward the researcher (Chess and Shaw 2015; Massanari 2017).

[2.8] The duality of fandom data as both a private and public object can be framed within the concept of contextual integrity (Nissenbaum 2004), meaning that a user's expectation to privacy and the sensitivity of their data are contextual, always, and are dependent on different motivating factors. For example, a person in fandom who identifies as transgender online but presents as cisgender outside of fandom might have more significant privacy concerns than a cisgender, heterosexual person who presents as such, both within and outside of fandom. Someone who must maintain a public image separate from adult themes might be more protective of their erotic fan works than someone who professionally writes erotic romance novels.

[2.9] Helen Nissenbaum summarizes these concerns: "Almost everything — things that we do, events that occur, transactions that take place — happens in a context not only of place but of politics, convention, and cultural expectation" (2004, 137). This concept has found its way into some ethical best practices. For example, the Association of Internet Researchers recommends, "The greater the vulnerability of the community / author / participant, the greater the obligation of the researcher to protect [them]" (Markham and Buchanan 2012, 4). This key guideline posits that context matters in
research.

[2.10]  For example, Bethan Jones (2016) has explored considerations a researcher must take into account when studying antifandom, or fandom content that is negative toward a particular topic. Jones highlighted that drawing attention to antifans, especially those who make disparaging or problematic statements, increases the risk that they could suffer more harassment than they might otherwise encounter.

[2.11]  Jones's article identifies one of the many contexts in which public data gathered from fandom might make someone more vulnerable than they initially considered. Previous research has also highlighted how LGBTQ members of fandom are particularly vulnerable to privacy risks, especially if they are still in the closet (Dym and Fiesler 2018b). To better understand how public data are contextual within fandom and the steps researchers can take to minimize their impact, we explored people's thoughts on privacy, safety, and ethics within their fan communities. Our findings explore the risks of research amplifying public data from vulnerable communities.

3. Methods

[3.1]  For the first stage of our research, we recruited participants for an interview study, posting a recruitment ad on social media sites that are gathering places for fans (including Twitter and Tumblr) and seeking fandom participants at least eighteen years old who were willing to talk to us about privacy, ethics, and fandom. In particular, we asked participants about their perceptions of researchers and journalists interacting with fandom, considering that these two groups often repurpose public data for secondary use.

[3.2]  In our recruitment material, we specified that interviews would take place remotely over a participant's preferred communication service (e.g., Skype, phone, instant message) and could be voice or text based. Our interview protocol, designed to discuss themes in fandom that might come up in otherwise everyday conversation about fan communities, was approved by our university's IRB as low risk.

[3.3]  The participants were given a consent form before the scheduled interview, which we then verbally walked them through, emphasizing that the participant could stop the interview at any time, reschedule, or request to have some or all of their interview data removed from the study at any time. Responding to interview volunteers on a first-come-first-served basis, we conducted twenty-five interviews in total. Of our participants, twenty-one identified as part of the LGBTQ community. In addition, our participants identified in the majority as female, and in large surveys we found that more of our participants identified as nonbinary and transgender than as cisgender men. Participants also identified as majority white and US residents. These demographics are similar to other studies about fandom (Fiesler and Bruckman 2014; Fiesler, Morrison, and Bruckman 2016; Nielsen 2016).

[3.4]  We conducted semistructured interviews (Seidman 2013) via voice or instant message depending on the interviewees' preferences. The interviews lasted between twenty-five minutes and ninety minutes, with most averaging sixty minutes in length. After transcribing the interviews, we conducted a thematic analysis of the data (Braun and Clarke 2006), with the authors discussing and converging on emergent themes.
From this analysis, we focused on themes central to privacy expectations and etiquette that participants requested of researchers in order to inform the survey questions in which we asked thousands of fan community members about their thoughts on their data, its use, and overall concerns surrounding data privacy. We thus conducted a broader survey targeting multiple aspects of transformative fandom, including privacy and safety concerns. We recruited respondents from Tumblr and Twitter, obtaining 4,117 respondents who identified as fan fiction writers or readers. The participants were required to be at least eighteen years old and had to click through a consent form. The respondent demographics were similar overall to our interviews and to previous fandom studies. In neither study were the participants compensated monetarily, but we provided the option to leave their email address if they wanted to be informed about our results.

The respondents answered a number of multiple choice and Likert scale questions, as well as open-answer questions about research ethics and privacy related to online fandom data. We analyzed the open-answer responses qualitatively based on the themes we had already identified from interviews. The quotations included in our findings come from both interview and survey responses, and the participants' identities are anonymized using participant numbers, with PI denoting an interview participant and PS denoting a survey participant.

4. Findings

Based on our analysis of the data collected, we found that people within fandom have nuanced and protective views regarding their data and their use by both researchers and journalists. The participants highlighted the ways their data are contextual and might carry unintended consequences when shared outside of fandom, or even when shared within other parts of fandom. However, the fans also felt trust toward researchers, emphasizing the responsibility that researchers take on to present fan data ethically.

These findings identify a risk that research and journalism around fandom carry with them for fan communities—the risk of amplifying fan content to an audience it was never intended for. Amplification can be a problem for other types of online content as well (for example, in a medical context; Ayers et al. 2018), but our findings reveal that the large number of LGBTQ people within fandom generates a unique set of risks. Our participants, whether identifying as LGBTQ themselves or simply thinking about their friends, worried that exposing fandom content to a broader audience could lead to fans being accidentally outed.

Whether or not a fan harbored specific fears for how their data might be used against them, a majority of fans worried about the privacy of their data. Out of 4,006 survey participants, fewer than 10 percent reported using their real name in online fandom. The vast majority prefer to use pseudonyms or other methods for obscuring their identity. This practice sits in contrast to social media sites that encourage users to provide real identities when online (Cho 2018), explaining in part why platforms like Facebook are not commonly used in transformative fandom (Dym and Fiesler 2018b). Pseudonyms represent a norm strongly anchored within fan communities, which also benefits young, vulnerable LGBTQ people existing within fandom circles or the digital platforms fandom cohabitates (Cho 2018).

Based on our interview data, which revealed common patterns of privacy concerns among fandom participants, we examined the prevalence of these at scale with the survey by providing multiple choice options to the question "Which of these concerns about privacy in fandom do you share?" Only
6.7 percent of participants responded that they did not have privacy concerns at all. Meanwhile, 34.5 percent of participants were concerned about "people in my real life finding out about specific types of content I consume, create, or share," 22 percent about "my real name/identity being 'outed' to other people in fandom," 18 percent about "being outed as a fandom participant to people in real life," and 14 percent about "being outed with respect to another identity (e.g., sexual orientation or gender identity)." Fewer than 5 percent of participants listed "other" privacy concerns; the most common involved how private companies might use their data.

[4.5] Despite these common concerns, only 5.9 percent of participants (235 out of 3,985) stated that they had personally experienced a privacy violation in fandom. The fact still remains that a majority of people in fandom have fears about their privacy being violated. Outsiders coming into fandom, such as researchers and journalists, are susceptible to violating fan privacy if they are unaware of those specific concerns and norms that work to keep fans and their data safe. To unpack these concerns further, next we explore key concepts related to fan communities, public data, and how researchers can continue to engage responsibly with this space.

[4.6] Despite the common ethical heuristic that publicness is the most important factor in determining whether online data can be part of research (Vitak, Shilton, and Ashktorab 2016), prior work has shown that other contextual factors are also important, such as how the data are analyzed, what kind of data they are, and how they are used (Fiesler and Proferes 2018). Drawing from this prior work as well as topics that came up in interviews, we asked survey participants about different contexts of data use. On a Likert scale of "very uncomfortable" to "very comfortable," participants rated their level of comfort for different uses of both public fan works and public fan discussion. We found that fans are more comfortable with academic research than they are with journalism, and more comfortable with quantitative over qualitative research. Based on open response answers and interviews, these differences seem to track in part to fear of amplification: media articles have more reach than academic articles, and reports of quantitative research are less likely to include identifiable data than reports of qualitative research. Participants also brought up other contextual factors, such as how the article portrays fandom or whether the data themselves are sensitive.

[4.7] However, even for researchers determining what public data may or may not be sensitive, how someone feels about their own data being used might vary depending on their identity or other factors invisible to the researcher. Nissenbaum's (2004) framework of contextual integrity encapsulates this problem—data generated in fandom will be contextual to the owner and their specific privacy needs. For example, someone living alone or with a supportive partner might be less worried about their privacy than someone still living with their parents or someone in a career that requires a certain public image. Again, LGBTQ identity emerged as a strong factor in privacy concerns. When talking about the importance of their privacy in fandom, our interview participants often recounted past and current experiences where fandom functioned as a safe space to explore their LGBTQ identity:

[4.8] I think that fandom for me was such an outlet…I grew up in a small island, a very small community and to talk about homosexuality was the kind of thing that would get you put in the cupboard…And I think that for a baby LGBTQ person…fandom is a fantastic arena for learning about the world. (PI-17)

[4.9] When you have younger individuals, privacy and anonymity of sexuality is huge. People who are out online…are not out to their friends and family, but present themselves as who they identify as online. Which this brings in an extra layer of problems, because if
they're identified, this outs them to their network. (PI-10)

[4.10] When PI-17 was first involved in fandom, it was their one outlet to explore LGBTQ identity. Fandom continues to represent a safe space for LGBTQ people, though fear of being outed as LGBTQ is still a major concern among users, as PI-10 described. And this fear is not unfounded. It is easy for researchers and journalists to release sensitive data that, despite being anonymized, can still reidentify study participants (Ayers et al. 2018). In our own findings, several participants had stories of online content being amplified beyond fandom and leading to unintended consequences:

[4.11] I have a friend who was outed by being featured in a local newspaper kissing her girlfriend when the paper did not get the permission of my friend nor her girlfriend. It was disastrous to say the least. Having worked for a newspaper, I know that isn't protocol, but it's still a risk run when you exist in a space where others have no regard for the ethical standards or basic consent agreements. (PI-15)

[4.12] Though these anecdotes or fears often related to journalism, their concerns about personal information being shared outside fandom can apply to academic research as well (Fiesler and Proferes 2018). However, the type of content a fan produces and interacts with, beyond personal details, can cause problems as well. Certain portrayals of fandom might cause harm to a fan simply by association with it, and our participants were wary of having their content presented outside of its intended context and of potentially amplifying that content to the wrong audience.

[4.13] Prior work in fan studies about research ethics has focused on respecting a person's preference for attributing their pseudonym to the referenced fan work (Busse and Hellekson 2012; Busse and Farley 2013). This issue highlights competing values: preserving a fan's privacy versus giving someone credit where they might desire it. Privacy and anonymity are important, but fandom also has a strong social norm toward attribution (Tushnet 2007; Fiesler and Bruckman 2014). However, this ethical tension is not unique to fandom; in all human subjects research there are cases when, despite traditional norms to always anonymize participants, it may be appropriate to give participants credit for their work and commentary (Bruckman, Luther, and Fiesler 2015; Fiesler, Morrison, and Bruckman 2016). The norm within fan studies has been to leave this decision up to the fan creator. However, there are also cases of research using public data where either the data set is too large to make asking for consent for every data point feasible, or where it may be impossible to track down the content creators.

[4.14] To explore fan perspectives on this research practice, we asked survey participants if they would want their pseudonym attributed if their fan works or fan discussion posts were used in different contexts, including research, journalism, and use by other fans (e.g., reposting or remixing). Participants could answer yes, no, or "it depends" with the request to explain why. For both fan discussion and fan works, about one-third of respondents chose "it depends," again emphasizing the contextual nature of these decisions.

[4.15] Unsurprisingly, given the existing fandom norms around attribution (Tushnet 2007), 90 percent of participants insisted on attribution when other fans use their content, either reshared or remixed. However, it was also slightly more common for fans to want attribution (by fannish pseudonym) when their work is used for research (60 percent) as well as for journalism (51 percent). Despite the majority of participants indicating a desire for attribution, a third of all answers indicated qualifying statements for when this practice would be acceptable.
Open-answer responses around attribution as well as other ethics and privacy-related questions also emphasized important contexts for when using data at all may or may not be acceptable. In the sample of responses that we analyzed qualitatively, we found that participants cared deeply about whether their work was being used in research that would benefit fandom. While many responses contained an altruistic sense of preserving a positive image of fandom, responses also focused on the dangers that accompany amplification—in particular that negative studies toward fandom could bring negative attention to fans. If their data were going to be used in a research study or a news article they did not agree with (that was harsh toward them or extremely negative about fandom overall) the participants were far more reluctant to allow their data to be used, let alone be attributed to the associated work.

If the news article were negative or sneering in tone, as many have been in the past, I don't want to deal with its readership finding my fandom accounts. (PS-4009)

What is the publication that published an article about fanfiction? Is it fan-friendly, honestly interested in fan culture? Or is it written to mock fanfic? In the latter case, I wouldn't want my writing in it at all, and definitely not with my name attached to it. (PS-4032)

Though letting the participants dictate the type of findings that come from research could be a threat to scientific integrity, for many participants the concern comes from a fear of harm as a result of the research, regardless of a researcher's intentions. These are consequences that can be mitigated regardless of the argument of any particular article.

Interview participants also explained the nuanced reasons behind keeping certain online activities separated. Many participants expressed concern about not wanting people in their real lives to know about their fandom life, because of the stigma associated with fandom, certain types of content, or a different type of identity they present online. Others noted that presenting a certain persona within fandom might also rely on keeping their fandom identity separated from other professional contexts.

I want to be seen as approachable by fandom and approachable by professional entities in their respective spheres. I don't necessarily want my employers...to know that I dedicated well over a year to a 400,000 word queer fanfiction for Overwatch. It might seem like I'm "wasting" my spare time...But in that same mindset, I don't want my academia and professionalism to make the fandoms I'm involved with view me as a snob. (PI-15)

Being viewed as a snob, as PI-15 put it, was one of the milder concerns participants expressed, but this highlights a key concern among participants. Certain fandom activities are intended for certain audiences, just as activities outside of fandom are intended for nonfandom audiences. Overwhelmingly the participants stated that they did not necessarily fear what a research study or journalistic article might do with their data, but they did fear how other members of fandom might treat them in response. People writing about or engaging with sensitive and troubling topics often reported experiencing anti or anonymous hate in addition to threats to their physical safety, often through their personal identifying information being doxxed (publicly published) to broader fan communities.

Though many parts of transformative fandom can be much more positive than other online communities (Campbell et al. 2016), there are still toxic fandom spaces. Sometimes, that toxic behavior can be self-regulated by strong community norms within a fan space (Guerrero-Pico, Establés, and...
Ventura 2018), but those negative behaviors still find their way in. When discussing fear of amplification, many participants expressed concern over harassment within fandom. Many survey participants shared the perception that they might be harassed if the wrong corner of fandom found their social posts. Some interview participants even asked that in the course of this research that we take care to protect their identities (e.g., by not listing the fandoms they are involved with) to avoid backlash from the community, even if their data were anonymized.

[4.24] Have you been in fandom lately? I don't want to be stalked or lectured online for accidentally having a "wrong" opinion. (PS-4075)

[4.25] Fandom has become even more hostile in recent years, so with increased visibility comes increased likelihood of brigading over perceived threats, whether or not it's warranted. If the wrong person talks about your work on Twitter or Tumblr, you're in for hell. (PS-3976)

[4.26] Interview participants described concern over anti culture in fandom, where certain fan groups would maliciously target other fans who were participating in ways they did not approve of. For example, one person stated that they refused to talk about a certain pairing they like on Tumblr because antis had a history of harassing and doxxing people who enjoyed the pairing. Anti behavior introduces a new set of concerns for researchers to be aware of. If crediting a person's pseudonym, directly quoting their posts, or identifying specific fandoms as part of a contentious topic might draw negative attention, then what precautions are appropriate to take?

[4.27] In traditional human subjects research we only gather and publish information a participant is willing to disclose, but this protection is only in place when a researcher is engaging with participants directly. When using public data instead, these protections are absent. However, we found that overwhelmingly participants placed their trust in individual researchers to make the right, ethical choices regarding their data.

[4.28] People in fandom are generally protective of their privacy. However, participants from both our surveys and interviews expressed a certain amount of trust in researchers that was absent from their views on other types of outsiders (e.g., journalists) engaging with their data.

[4.29] I personally don't trust news media to use quotes in context or to take the subject at all seriously. In academic settings, if there is a good peer and ethics review, I'm much more comfortable. (PS-2762)

[4.30] I'm pro researchers coming into fandom and asking questions. I'm against journalists coming in and stealing things. If a journalist wants to ask things, I suppose that's okay. But, again, their questions tend to be more invasive and try to catch people out on things that I find offensive. (PI-2)

[4.31] These statements highlight the perception our survey participants shared toward researchers—they are perceived as not looking for the "gotcha" statements that the participants associated with many journalists. And while the participants acknowledged that there are journalists who come from within fandom and do good work, they generally trusted researchers more broadly. This trust can complicate the responsibility a researcher has with participant data. As participant PS-2762 stated, fans might be more comfortable with an academic setting, specifically with a peer-reviewed study, than they would be...
with a reporter. Another reason for this comfort was the perception that media articles reach a broader audience than academic work, making the risks accompanying amplification more severe. As PS-1091 stated, unlike academic research, journalism reaches a "public audience."

[4.32] Given our findings about the importance of individual context in making ethical decisions about fandom data, a fundamental issue with collecting data without consent is that the researcher might have no idea what this context might be. Accordingly, many participants expressed that using their data from fandom without permission was unacceptable.

[4.33] Journalists and scientists need to ask [people in fandom] before popularizing, publicizing, or publishing other people's tweets or tumblr posts. Anything else is unethical. (PS-2230)

[4.34] However, other participants recognized that there were ways for researchers or journalists to have a better understanding of context, insisting that anyone making use of fan data should spend time within a fan community before collecting from it. Not only would this help them recognize what kind of content is acceptable for sharing, but it might also help outsiders represent fandom more fairly. The participants had more trust for researchers and journalists who come from within fandom.

[4.35] I prefer it when [researchers] have a sense of what's going on. That sort of notion of like, I'm not a voyeur. I do think an insider perspective is important…I think your positionally, with regards to the community that you're studying, is important to consider. I prefer it when people are one of us. (PI-21)

[4.36] I think it's helpful if whoever is coming in to research or write about fandom has a bit of a fandom background. [Fandoms] can be completely different from each other too, so that's sometimes a little hard to say. I'm thinking of that class about fan fiction at the university…where some fic got on the syllabus and the writers weren't told and they were not happy about that, because the people commenting were not observing the same community norms as in the fic writers' fandoms. (PI-9)

[4.37] As PI-9 pointed out, even those with the best intentions might not understand the norms of a community—norms that are often established to help protect the fans who are sharing their content. However, all of the concerns that our findings revealed could potentially be mitigated with some thoughtful best practices for using fan data—or public data in any context.

5. Best practices for using online fandom data

[5.1] In recommending best practices for public data use, we discuss the importance of obtaining permission to use public data and obscuring that public data to prevent reidentification. We also discuss when properly attributing public data back to someone might be appropriate, as well as ways of giving back to a community after collecting data. We close with recommendations for learning a community’s norms around data and a reflection on how the lessons learned from fan communities can be applied to other online spaces. While fandom is a rich and unique case study, it also serves as an example for how we might consider the consequences of collecting public data elsewhere online.

[5.2] The consequences that fans could face if their data are improperly disclosed elsewhere can be
severe. Fans fear harassment from fellow fans, doxxing, or potentially being outed as who they are in fandom to people in their off-line lives. Furthermore, determining which data might be innocuous or not is challenging due to individual contexts, even for researchers with the best of intentions. Even seemingly harmless information, like a person's preference for LGBTQ characters or content, could cause problems.

[5.3] I don't think being outed as a fan or that sort of thing has impacted anyone that I know about, unless they're a fan of something horrific. But, I definitely know that being outed to what you are and how you act in the fandoms in particular, has caused problem. (PI-12)

[5.4] From our findings based on fan perspectives on these issues, we recommend best practices for researchers looking to work with public data created through transformative fandom. It is evident that these data, despite being publicly available, carry enough risk that ethical considerations beyond considering its publicness are necessary.

[5.5] Across our recommendations, we urge researchers to consider the weight and context of a fan's data, and the consequences of elevating them beyond their intended audience. Our findings reveal layers of publicness to user data that people are sensitive to. A majority of fan content is created and shared within highly contextual, semipublic spaces that have a specific audience in mind. When a researcher or journalist lifts these data from their original context and places them within a new one, there are certain considerations they should undertake to minimize the impact of recontextualizing those data to a new, potentially broader audience.

[5.6] The fan studies community has discussed the pros and cons of requiring permission to study fans' content. Our participants expressed feelings of vulnerability and even fear about their content being used in unexpected ways. These fears are in part related to the increased scale of fandom, which thanks to entirely public platforms like Tumblr, is also more accessible from the outside (Dym and Fiesler 2018a). This expanded connectivity has challenged traditional norms; as one participant stated:

[5.7] There used to be a certain type of etiquette [in fandom], and now that type of etiquette is shit. (PI-12)

[5.8] Fandom at a larger scale and with an increasing number of newcomers who might not understand existing norms has also led to more conflict within fandom. Additionally, other types of concerns around privacy may be highly contextual to the individual and not apparent to the researcher without asking. Therefore, we recommend that when it is possible and appropriate to the situation, researchers should attempt to gain permission from fans whose content is being quoted or used in research.

[5.9] However, while it is true we should respect fan privacy, some cultural phenomena deserve to be discussed, and obtaining permission without exception might be prohibitive. For example, the data might be too large, or it might be difficult to contact the creators. Moreover, obtaining permission can be challenging or even dangerous when researching groups who might be hostile to the researcher or broader online communities (Chess and Shaw 2015; Massanari 2017). Prior work has highlighted the ethical conundrums of working with antifans (Jones 2016), specifically when it comes to asking permission to share their anti opinions, and our research points to a very real concern among fan communities that they might become a target for this harassment. Therefore, when asking permission
would be impossible, or when there is very low risk with the data involved, there are other ways to protect fan privacy. These heuristics make for a good starting point in untangling the potential risks associated with using any public data for research.

[5.10] One way we can protect fans' privacy is by obscuring specific text posts, particularly those that could link to identifiable information (particularly a real identity) or to contentious events within a fan community. If verbatim quotes from public content are not obfuscated before being presented as part of research, these posts can often be traced back to their source even when usernames are not included (Ayers et al. 2018). We recommend taking steps to obscure public data by rewriting sentences to paraphrase and other methods of ethical fabrication (Markham 2012). Obscuring data can allow researchers to delve into contentious or sensitive subjects in fandom without potentially putting community members at risk. Even for low-risk data, such as commonly phrased statements or tags (e.g., from Tumblr or Archive of Our Own) where obfuscation may not be as important, we recommend collecting only the data required for the analysis. For example, even though data such as usernames might be available, they may not be relevant to the analysis.

[5.11] One concern with obscuring data is that it adds to the tension between credit and privacy in fandom. Though there are no perfect solutions for this tension, our findings identify considerations researchers should take into account when deciding whether to attribute fans when their content is quoted or referenced. When permission can be sought, we encourage researchers to abide by a person's wishes in regards to whether they want their work attributed back to them. However, when researchers cannot seek permission (perhaps because they cannot identify or contact the content creator), we recommend erring on the side of caution and not attributing that person's name to the content. Because many of the fears around privacy violations affect fandom's most vulnerable members (e.g., LGBTQ fans), we contend that the risk-benefit assessment of attribution should weigh more strongly in favor of protecting those who might suffer from unwanted attention.

[5.12] As part of caring for the trust that fandom places in researchers, we think it is important to share research findings back to the community. Even outside of fandom, prior work has revealed that users whose social media data are part of a research project want to be told about that research and would be interested in reading research papers (Fiesler and Proferes 2018). Though we have focused a great deal on the potential harm of research in considering ethics, the benefits of research are important as well. It is important to note that neither our findings nor prior work on research ethics for public data (Fiesler and Proferes 2018) have suggested that this is a methodology that should be abolished altogether, despite some risk—many of our participants were excited about the idea of research shining a light on the practices and communities of fandom. Therefore, it should be a best practice to share this research with them. When conducting human subjects research, it is not difficult to optionally collect contact information for participants who want to be directly informed of the results of the study (as we did with our interviews and surveys here); in the case of using public data, this might mean sharing the results on social media where the studied population might see it.

[5.13] Many of our participants discussed the different ways that rules within fandom at large can differ among smaller fandom groups. Learning the etiquette of a fan space takes work, and until people know that etiquette they might behave in ways that the fan community does not expect or accept. Spending time within a fan community before researching or writing about it allows someone to better judge what public data might be safe to uplift from fandom to a broader audience.

[5.14] Though our participants shared the general perception that people do not write about fandom
unless they started out within fandom (which may be true), online fandom is an important phenomenon that raises many interesting research questions in fields outside of fan studies (Dym et al. 2018). We recommend that anyone coming from the outside to write about fandom (whether a researcher or journalist) should spend time there and take the time to talk to fans and to understand and learn their norms. However, even for researchers who are part of fandom, they may not know the norms of a specific fan community, so the same applies when delving into unfamiliar fandom spaces. It is critical that we are mindful of each user's reasonable expectations to privacy, which may be dependent on the community or platform.

[5.15] Fan studies scholars acknowledge that data created in fan communities are usually created with a certain understanding that those spaces are closed off to the public to some degree (Busse and Hellekson 2012). Although their data are certainly public, community norms determine what is and is not acceptable to do with that data. As one participant said,

[5.16] There are things that should not be spoken of outside fandom. It's kind of like fight club. First rule of fandom. (PI-17)

[5.17] This first rule of fandom is a norm broadly understood by most people in fan communities. The very nature of research violates this rule, however, considering that our goal is to lift artifacts of fandom from their original space and bring them to a new audience. Ethnographic work can lend itself well to researchers observing other social media spaces, potentially saving someone a misstep before it happens. While learning the norms of a community has been a long-held value of ethnographers, this research illustrates the expectation that fan community members hold that researchers abide by this practice regardless of their discipline or methods.

[5.18] The five practices we detailed—obtaining permission, obscuring data, attribution, giving back, and learning community norms—are not just a useful heuristic for ethical research in fan communities but are also valuable considerations to keep in mind when working with all forms of public data, especially when those data come from people with particularly sensitive privacy concerns (Cho 2018; Dym and Fiesler 2018b). Our findings emphasize the importance of moving beyond the notion of publicness as a one-size-fits-all ethical heuristic for data collection, and instead considering important factors such as who the data belong to, what kind content it is, and what the researcher intends to do with it.

[5.19] Even for public data sets in which individual participants might number in the tens of thousands to the millions, it might be possible to talk to some members of the target population in order to better understand what values and concerns people might hold that would deter them from consenting to their data being used. Better understanding of the community can also highlight instances when attribution is desirable and beneficial for a person or community, or when and how ethical fabrication might be more appropriate. Spending time with the community a researcher intends to study permits learning important norms and better understanding how to safely use public data, thus reducing the risk of harm.

[5.20] We also argue that researchers should, when possible, give back to the communities they research, sharing their results in accessible ways. However, most importantly, we stress the importance of making all these decisions contextually—for the specific subjects of study, the specific community, and the specific methods for analysis and reporting, with an emphasis on understanding the risks of amplifying content beyond its intended audience.
6. Conclusion

[6.1] Fan studies are uniquely positioned within internet research because of their long history of engaging with research ethics concerning human subjects. However, along with fandom's move online we have seen more large-scale data explorations. As different types of data integrate into fan studies and beyond, we must pause and ask ourselves to what ethical standards we will hold our researchers and how we might better take care and hold space for the complex and contextual data generated through online transactions.

[6.2] The different layers of publicness inherent to online communities contribute to unspoken norms concerning what kinds of data people share, and where they share them. Within fandom, where a person's audience might be limited to a close-knit group of a hundred people, someone might be more than comfortable sharing a highly personal or contentious post or fan work. When a researcher or journalist relocates that same content—even when it is public—to a different space, they are changing the audience, potentially amplifying it to a much broader audience than ever originally intended and thus exposing the data's owner to more privacy risks. By incorporating a mindfulness of these shifting concerns in privacy, context, and audience, we can better ensure the continued ethical use and study of data generated within fandom and beyond.
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